
Radiationless Transition 



Radiative and Radiationless
Transitions 



S0 + hn T1

Radiationless Transitions Between States

S0 + hn S1 spin allowed absorption

S1 S0 + hn spin allowed emission
(fluorescence)

S1 S0 +∆
spin allowed radiationless
transition 
(internal conversation)

S1
T1 +∆ spin forbidden radiationless 

transition
(intersystem crossing)

T1
S0 + hn

T1
S0 +∆

spin forbidden absorption

spin forbidden emission(phosphorescence)

spin forbidden radiationless conversion
(intersystem crossing)
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Why radiationless transitions matter?
Competition with fluorescence and phosphorescence



Visualization of vibrational levels within an 
electronic energy surface

Harmonic Anharmonic



Visualization of vibrational levels within a ground state 
and excited state electronic energy surfaces

Matching surfaces

Note: the location of 
minimum on the upper 
surface

Crossing surfaces



Conversion of electronic to vibrational energy

Three step process: (a) upper vibrational to lower vibrational level in excited state
(b) lower vibrational level to upper vibrational of the lower state
(c) upper vibrational of the lower state to lowest vibrational level 



Electronic to Vibrational Energy Transfer

Intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) occurs within 
10 to 0.1 ps 

Intermolecular vibrational energy transfer (VET) from 
the molecule to the solvent occurs in the time range 
100 to 10 ps 



Radiationless processes include (a) orbital symmetry 
and (b) spin selection rules



Radiationless Process and Surface Crossing and Matching



The Energy Gap Law for Internal Conversion 

f ~ exp-DE

kIC ~ 1013fn

kIC ~ 1013exp-aDE

DE is the energy 
separation between the 
surfaces involved in the 
transition at the 
nuclear geometry rc.



Dependence of rate of kIC S1 to S0 on energy gap



Dependence of rate of kISC T1 to S0 on energy gap

Overlap between lowest vib level 
of T1 and high (degenerate) vib 
level of S0)

T1

S0



Azulene Anamoly and Energy Gap Law

Fluorescence occurs only from S1 to S0; phosphorescence occurs only 
from T1 to S0; Sn and Tn emissions are extremely rare (Kasha's rule).





S2 to S1 rate vs Energy Gap



Effect of deuteration on radiationless process (T1 to S0)

Birks book



Bond Type Vibrational Frequency
Type

C=C stretch 2200 cm-1

C=O stretch 1700 cm-1

C=C stretch 1600 cm-1

N=N stretch 1500 cm-1

C-H bend 1000 cm-1

C-C stretch 1000 cm-1

C-C bend 500 cm-1

C-H stretch 3000 cm-1

C-D stretch 2100 cm-1

Electronic to Vibrational Energy Transfer



C-H stretch 3000 cm-1

C-D stretch 2100 cm-1

Isotope Effect on
Rate of T1 to S0

T1

S0



Vibrational effects on singlet oxygen 
lifetime







Crossing from one to another surface depends on the allowedness of 
the transition: (a) electronic and (b) spin 





Role of Spin-Orbit Coupling on ISC





The Effect of Spin-Orbit Coupling on ISC



The Effect of Spin-Orbit Coupling on ISC



El-Sayed�s Rule

Intersystem crossing is likely to be very slow unless it 
involves a change of orbital configuration.



CHO



Field at a molecular level is generated from the orbital motion of the electron 
around the nucleus.

€ 

ˆ H SO = ζl ⋅ s

ζ n,l ∝
Z 4

n3l(l +1/2)(l +1)

The Spin-Orbit coupling constant depends on the fourth power of the atomic 
number and its effect is very large for heavy atoms.

Spin-Orbit Coupling and Heavy Atom Effect



Influence of Heavy Atom Effect on ISC




